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TIB/UB
http://www.tib-hannover.de
http://www.tib.uni-hannover.de
© TIB/UB
6Central services - Information desks
Back office
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TIB/UB: Public area
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9Teamworking – Mindworking – Networking
How to respond?
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TIB/UB: Working places for knowledge worker
© Vitra
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Interaction
Inspiring team working
Exchange
Come together
Privacy
Concentration
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Impression                                   „You choose the place you need“
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Fraunhofer IAO, ZVE - Center for Virtual Engineering
Working in a smart high connected society
© Fraunhofer IAO, ZVE
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ZVE - Workspace Innovation Lab
Different working scenarios need different physical spaces
© Fraunhofer IAO, ZVE
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Process of change – From classroom to Learning Landscapes
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Learning Landscapes
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Process of change – From office to Working Landscapes ?
Working Landscapes
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New room or space typologies are emerging (…and old 
room typologies are retained)!
Different spaces are required which promote 
communication, exchange and creativity!
All these activities are not possible in one physical space!
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Working spaces have to support individuality and identity 
and to offer a various places for different communication!
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Thank you!
anette.franzkowiak@tib.uni-hannover.de
